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Digital-Carrier Multi-Band User Codes
for Baseband UWB Multiple Access
Liuqing Yang and Georgios B. Giannakis
or direct-sequence (DS) codes [2]–[4]. These codes can lead
to constant-modulus transmissions, but they are not as flexible
in handling multi-user interference (MUI) and NBI with lowcomplexity receivers – two critical factors limiting performance
of UWB radios in the presence of multipath and co-existing narrowband services.
As an alternative, we develop here two multi-band UWB multiple access systems that utilize novel digital single-carrier (SC)
or multi-carrier (MC) spreading codes. Our SC/MC codes are
digital, lead to baseband operation, and offer flexibility in NBI
cancellation by simply avoiding carriers residing on the contaminated band. Based on discrete cos/sin functions, these SC/MC
codes also enjoy low-complexity implementation with standard
discrete cosine transform (DCT) circuits.
Different from orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in narrowband systems [5], our baseband SCand MC-UWB spreading codes are real. The resulting baseband transceivers are carrier-free and thus immune to carrier
frequency offset arising from oscillators’ mismatch. Unlike
Index Terms: Ultra-Wideband (UWB), diversity gain, coding gain, OFDMA that has to resort to channel coding and/or frequency
multipath, RAKE, direct-sequence (DS), single-carrier (SC), multi- hopping to mitigate frequency-selective fading, we show that
carrier (MC), narrowband interference (NBI), multi-user interfer- UWB signaling even with our single-carrier spreading code ocence (MUI), discrete cosine transform (DCT).
cupies multiple frequency bands, and the resulting multi-band
transmission enjoys multipath diversity gains. In fact, quantifying performance in terms of diversity order and coding gain, we
I. INTRODUCTION
prove that both SC-UWB and MC-UWB codes enable full mulWith the recent release of the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) spec- tipath diversity, whereas DS-UWB does not. In addition, MCtral mask by the Federal Communications Commission, UWB UWB codes can also enable maximum coding gains. Equally
has emerged as an exciting technology for commercial wireless attractive is their capability to mitigate multi-user interference,
communications [1]. Conveying information over ultra-short with simple matched filtering operations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The SC and MC
waveforms, UWB comes with unique features: low-complexity
baseband transceivers, ample multipath diversity, and a potential spreading codes are introduced in Section II. Section III introduces a digital model based on RAKE reception in the presence
for major increase in user capacity.
To achieve these features, UWB radios have to overlay ex- of inter-frame interference, which facilitates performance analyisting narrowband systems, and be able to accommodate multi- sis of DS-,SC-,and MC-UWB systems under a common denomple users in the presence of NBI. Existing baseband 1 spread- inator. In Section IV, the error performance of DS-, SC-, and
ing schemes for multiple access rely on time-hopping (TH), MC-UWB is quantified in terms of diversity and coding gains.
Their performance in multiuser settings is investigated in SecManuscript received August 5, 2003.
tion V. Simulations corroborating our analysis are presented in
The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Computer EngineerSection VI, and summarizing remarks are given in Section VII.
ing, University of Minnesota, 200 Union Street, Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA.
Abstract: The growing interest towards Ultra-Wideband (UWB)
communications stems from its unique features such as baseband
operation, ample multipath diversity, and the potential of enhanced
user capacity. But since UWB has to overlay existing narrowband
systems, multiple access has to be achieved in the presence of narrowband interference (NBI). However, existing baseband spreading codes for UWB multiple access are not flexible in handling
NBI. In this paper, we introduce two novel spreading codes that
not only enable baseband UWB multiple access, but also facilitate
flexible NBI cancellation. We construct our codes using a single
carrier or multiple carriers (SC or MC), which can be implemented
with standard discrete-cosine transform (DCT) circuits. With our
SC/MC codes, NBI can be avoided by simply nulling undesired digital carriers. Being digital, these SC/MC codes give rise to multiband UWB systems, without invoking analog carriers. In addition,
our SC/MC codes enable full multipath diversity, and maximum
coding gains. Equally attractive is their capability to reduce the
number of interfering users, with simple matched filter operations.
Comprehensive simulations are also carried out to corroborate our
analysis.

email: lqyang,georgios@ece.umn.edu.
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½ Baseband here refers to “carrier-less;” i.e., transmissions free of analog carriers.

Notation: We will use bold upper (lower) case letters to denote
 FFT
matrices (column vectors) and   to denote a
matrix. We will use   to represent a  identity matrix,
and   for a
by
all zero matrix;   stands for the
  st column of an identity matrix. The   st entry of
 is denoted by []  , and the     st element of  by
[] . We will use  and  for transpose and conjugated
transpose,  for the floor operation, diag for a diagonal
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matrix with  sitting on the diagonal, det and tr for the
determinant and trace of a matrix , respectively. We will also
use E for expectation, and  for “is defined as.”

user’s transmitted signal is

   

 
       











  






(1)

where  is the energy per symbol, and    denotes the

spreading code of the th user,
  . Different
from the well known DS codes [2], [3], [6],    here will
be SC or MC. Similar to DS though, these new codes will be
, and with energy normalized so that
periodic with period
      ,

 .
 








 







A. Baseband Single-Carrier UWB
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To introduce our SC-UWB user codes, let us first define
digital carriers



column of the identity matrix   . It can be easily verified
that these digital SC spreading codes are orthogonal:    
 
 ; hence, the maximum number of users is  
, as in DS-UWB using orthogonal DS sequences.
Different from narrowband OFDMA, the codes in (3) are
baseband real. More importantly, in ultra-wideband operation,
these SC spreading codes result in multi-band transmissions. To
reveal this multi-band feature of SC-UWB, we will next derive
the power spectral density (PSD) of    in (1), when the SC
codes of (3) are utilized.
For i.i.d. equi-probable binary PAM symbols, the PSD of
   in (1) can be expressed as [7, Chapter 4]
st
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Fig. 1. Subcarriers in baseband SC-UWB ( 

 



where         is the Fourier Transform (FT) of
    
the symbol level pulse shaper    
 
. With the SC spreading codes in (3), it can be readily
verified that

  


  










(5)

 


  








 



 
 



where      , and      
 exp
 
sinc  , with sinc      . The ‘’ sign between the two   terms in (5) corresponds to users

 , while the ‘ ’ sign corresponds to users

.
The non-zero frequency support of   is inversely proportional to the pulse duration ; whereas the sinc function has
main lobe width 
Hz, and is repeated every  Hz.

be an integer without loss of generality,
Letting
sinc main lobes over the bandwe deduce that there are
width of  . In UWB transmissions that typically have low
 implies that the number of sinc main lobes
duty-cycle,
 . In other words, utilizing a single digital “carrier”
 , each user’s transmission occupies multiple frequency bands,
as depicted in Fig. 1. Also notice that since we introduced a

shift in the definition of  in (2), each user (subcarrier)
occupies the same bandwidth.
The multi-band feature of SC-UWB implies that each user’s
transmission is spread over the ultra-wide bandwidth, and enjoys the associated multipath diversity gains. In fact, we will
later prove that our baseband real SC-UWB codes in (3) enable
full multipath diversity, in contrast with narrowband OFDMA
systems that have to resort to channel coding and/or frequency
hopping to mitigate frequency-selective fading at the expense of
(possibly considerable) bandwidth overexpansion.
Also implied by Fig. 1 is the flexibility offered by SC-UWB
in handling (e.g., GPS or WLAN induced) NBI. Since the transmit spectrum is distinctly determined by the digital carrier  ,
one gains resilience to NBI by simply avoiding usage of carriers
residing on (or close to) these services. Such a flexibility in NBI
avoidance is also shared by the MC-UWB spreading codes that
we introduce next.

   

 

  
 
    
 

  


           (2)

where       ,   
 . The SC spreading

code during the th frame is then given by        , which
means that the th user relies on the digital frequency   to

spread symbols. Stacking the  carriers into a matrix   

        , we construct the SC-UWB user codes as
 
         
(3)
where             , and  denotes the  


subcarriers 1, 6
subcarriers 3, 4

4

s

Consider a multi-access UWB system with  users, where
  denotes the th information bearing symbol of user .
Every symbol is represented by  ultra-short pulses   of
duration , transmitted over  frames (one pulse per frame
of duration ). The symbol transmitted during the th frame
can thus be written as     . With symbol duration  
 , the symbol rate is   . And with in the order
of nanoseconds, the transmission is UWB with bandwidth  

. Using binary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), the th

subcarriers 0, 7
subcarriers 2, 5

3.5
|P (f)|/|P(f)|

II. DIGITAL-CARRIER MULTI-BAND USER CODES
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Fig. 2. Subcarriers in baseband MC-UWB ( 

B. Baseband Multi-Carrier UWB
Instead of a single carrier, in multi-carrier (MC)-UWB, each
) such
user can utilize all digital carriers. To construct  (
user-specific codes   , let us first define the following

digital carriers

















  
   or,   
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where     . Stacking the  carriers into a matrix
        , we construct the MC-UWB spreading

III. FRAME-RATE SAMPLED MODEL
WITH RAKE RECEPTION



codes as

    











(7)

  


denote any set of real orthonormal sequences
where  
(each of length
). Evidently, the resultant MC codes are also
orthogonal.
Similar to SC-UWB, the digital carriers (6) also give rise to
multi-band transmissions with multiple sinc main lobes within
the frequency support of  . This multi-band feature of
MC-UWB is illustrated by the discrete-time Fourier Transform
 ’s in Fig. 2. Also similar to SC-UWB, each MC
(DTFT) of 
carrier has a distinct frequency support, which enables flexible
NBI suppression by simply avoiding contaminated carriers.
Though similar, the SC and MC codes are designed differently and have distinct merits. Comparing the digital SC and
in  is present in
MC codes, we notice that the shift of  
(2), but not in (6). The difference becomes evident when comparing Figs. 1 and 2: chosen for SC-UWB as in (2), each digital carrier corresponds to the same number of sinc main lobes
  in Fig. 1); whereas chosen for MC-UWB as in (6),
(
the th and the th carriers each contains only half as many sinc
main lobes as other carriers (see Fig. 2). Consequently, special
izing (6) to SC (by setting     ) transmissions will induce
unbalanced user bandwidth, which we will show to imply userdependent multipath diversity. But since MC-UWB allows each
user to utilize all carriers with the MC codes in (7), there is
no need to equate the bandwidth of each carrier. This explains
shift is not included in  for the MC spreading
why the  
codes in (6).





 



 

Despite their differences, SC/MC codes share one attractive
feature: they both facilitate low-complexity implementation using standard DCT circuits, thanks to their construction based
on discrete cos/sin functions. This implementation advantage
also distinguishes them from the analog SC-UWB codes introduced in [8] that aim to offer robustness against user asynchronism. Also different from the WirelessPAN multi-band proposals that rely on analog carriers, our SC/MC codes achieve
multi-band transmission using baseband operations. Compared
to analog multi-band solutions that entail multiple local oscillators, our carrier-free multi-band SC/MC-UWB not only enjoys
low-complexity implementation, but are also exempt from carrier frequency offsets that are known to degrade performance (of
e.g., OFDMA) severely.
So far, we have introduced our baseband real SC/MC codes,
their construction, and the resultant multi-band transmissions.
To facilitate performance analysis of our SC/MC-UWB, and reveal their merits with respect to existing DS-UWB alternatives,
we need to establish the system’s input-output (I/O) relationship
in digital form.





In this section, we will derive the baseband digital model
of a multi-access UWB system with RAKE reception. To
reach the receiver, the th user’s transmission propagates
through a (dense) multipath channel with impulse response:
   


and    
  , where    
 
 are
amplitudes and delays corresponding to a total of  multipath
returns. The continuous-time received waveform is then given
by [c.f. (1)]
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where     

 


(8)

    

 

 

  

   is the composite “pulsemultipath” channel corresponding to user , and   is the aggregate noise including additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
and possible NBI. Notice that after multipath propagation, each
UWB pulse   is time-dispersed to the waveform    of duration      . To allow for high data-rates, the frame
duration is chosen to satisfy:
     , which induces
inter-frame interference (IFI).
After the channel has been estimated, RAKE reception is often adopted to collect the ample multipath diversity provided
fingers sum
by UWB channels [9]. RAKE receivers with
up weighted outputs (diversity combining) from a bank of
correlators. Let    
 denote the delays corresponding to
the total of RAKE fingers, sorted in an increasing manner
(notice that the RAKE delays   are not necessarily equal
to the channel delays   ). To collect energy from all fingers, the maximum delay   must not exceed the multipath
delay spread. Furthermore, to collect samples at frame rate,
  is also confined by the frame duration
. As a result,
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the maximum RAKE finger delay is upper bounded by:   

     , where here denotes the desired
user. We do not otherwise impose any constraints on RAKE
and    
fingers. In practice,
 can be either channeldependent or fixed depending on error performance versus complexity tradeoffs. These tradeoffs lead to various choices: allRAKE, partial-RAKE, or, selective-RAKE receivers [10].
During the th frame, the correlator template for the th
 . Accordingly, the
RAKE finger is the pulse 
  
correlator output is          
  . Denoting the correlation between the template waveform   and the received waveform    as    
      , the correlator output can be re-expressed



 







 


















 



Equation (9) represents the I/O relationship of our framesampled discrete-time equivalent pulse-multipath-RAKE system model. Using the definition of   , it can be readily verified that: i) cascading the RAKE with the pulse-multipath channel yields a discrete-time equivalent channel with taps    
corresponding to user per finger ; and ii) the summation over
captures the IFI.
Seemingly infinite, the number of IFI-inducing frames in (9)
is actually finite. This is because the discrete-time equivalent
channel is of finite length, as the underlying physical channel
is (at least approximately). Indeed, for any and , we have
      
. Therefore, the
    , if


discrete-time equivalent channel     corresponding
to user per finger has order
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Accordingly, (9) boils down to
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(12)

   
   

 

 



               
   lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with

first column                 , and  is
a    upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with first row
              .
To collect all the information related to the   th symbol, we
concatenate vectors     
 from all RAKE fingers into
a super vector                  of size
    which can be expressed as [c.f. (12)]
where   
 is a
,
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  block         is the th
where the
frames,          
symbol spread over
      is the
  noise vector associated with the

  and  

 th symbol, and    









 

    






   

  . Notice that the ISI (second sum in (12))


has given rise to an inter-block interference (IBI) term (second
term in (13)).
Targeting block by block detection, IBI (and thus ISI) needs
to be removed. From the definition of
 in (10), it follows that the maximum discrete-time equivalent channel order is
     . Consequently, padding each block   
with  zero-guards allows the channel to settle down before
the next block/symbol arrives, and thus eliminates the IBI terms
of all users. Zero-padding (ZP) each block    with  trailing zeros prior to transmission, the I/O relationship in (13) simplifies to an IBI-free one















 
  
 
 
 

 

 



 


  

 







(11)

Notice that IFI is present, as long as the maximum channel order    
. If we select
       
, then


,
,
and
IFI
vanishes. When IFI

involves more than one symbol, inter-symbol interference (ISI)
emerges on top of IFI. It can be verified though, that ISI is confined to two consecutive symbols, as long as        
   . The latter is satisfied in a low power, low dutycycle UWB system, because  
is generally much
greater than the channel’s maximum delay spread (  ns).
For notational simplicity, we assume that this condition is satisfied. But it is worth mentioning that our analysis hereafter can
be generalized to cases where this condition is not satisfied.


           

 









 

       , where    denotes the corresponding sampled noise. To simplify this expression, let us define
   !   . The resultant correlator output of
the th finger during the th frame is
 

 

     
    




  
     
   
(9)
!

Let us now stack correlator outputs corresponding to the same
finger from the frames conveying the  th symbol, to form the
 

   . The
block          
following I/O relationship can then be obtained from (11)




! 
   
           !
as  
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where the index



 

(14)

 is dropped for notational simplicity, and

         is the    channel matrix

  . The th block of the channel matrix
   lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with the
first column given by                  .
Instead of having   zeros padded at the end of each block
 , an alternative way to eliminate IBI is by adding a cyclic
prefix (CP) of length   at the transmitter and removing it at the
receiver, much like OFDMA. Intuitively, since only the first  
with









  is a
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elements per block are contaminated by IBI, we can introduce
redundancy at the transmission and discard it upon reception. In
this case, the I/O relationship becomes




 



 
 





(15)



 



           



In this section, we will assess the performance corresponding
to different spreading codes by quantifying their diversity and
coding gains in the presence of UWB multipath. This will allow
comparisons of our novel spreading codes relative to existing
DS ones in the presence of IFI. To quantify diversity and coding
gains for a particular user, we set   . We also suppose
      
     are perfectly known
at the receiver, to isolate these effects from channel estimation
imperfections.
Let us consider the pairwise error probability (PEP)
      of erroneously decoding  as  
 , assuming a maximum likelihood (ML) detector. The PEP
can be upper bounded at high SNR using the Chernoff bound
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(16)

where  is the noise variance, and  (  ) is the noise-free
part of (14) [or (15)], corresponding to  (  ), and     
    is the Euclidean distance between them. Using (14)
and (15), we have
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where
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(17)

  with ZP guards, and

  with CP guards. Eq. (17) implies that for each

given channel realization, the PEP depends on the spreading


     
     
    
 exp

 



(18)

      in the ZP case, with   bewhere 


ing a
     Toeplitz matrix with first column
 
  
 
  . With CP guards, 

      , where   denotes the matrix
formed by the first    columns of   , and   
diag  with      .
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$
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 , and      deLet  denote the rank of  



note its nonincreasing eigenvalues. Supposing the entries of
   are zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian, with variance
    E   , we show in Appendix II that at high
SNR (   ), the average PEP is upper bounded by




  
where

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS







   .
where now the channel matrix is      
By inserting and removing CP, each block of the channel matrix
  becomes a  column-wise circulant matrix with the
first column given by   
  (c.f.
    
Toeplitz in (14)).
Although continuous-time and over-sampled RAKE receiver
models are well-documented in the UWB literature (e.g., [9],
[10], [11]), (14) and (15) are novel and interesting because they
describe in a discrete-time frame-rate sampled form the aggregate pulse-multipath-RAKE model in the presence of IFI. Eqs.
(14) and (15) also show that frame-by-frame RAKE correlator
samples obey a matrix-vector I/O relationship free of IBI (ISI)
even in dense multipath channels, provided that suitable guards
(zero-padding or cyclic prefix) are inserted in UWB transmissions. These expressions are surprisingly simple if one takes
into account that they include IFI effects that are always present
in high-rate UWB radios. Based on (14) and (15), we will
benchmark the performance of UWB spreading codes in Section IV, and investigate their error performance in a multi-user
scenario in Section V.

 


code  . We will show next how different spreading codes
(DS, SC, or MC) affect the average PEP      
E
      .
 , we show in
Denoting the pair-wise error as    
Appendix I that (16) can be re-expressed as

&
  

 



 &  
 

(19)

  denotes the diversity gain, and

 




&       
the coding
gain for the error vector   . Eq. (19) reveals that at high SNR,



the average PEP is uniquely characterized by two parameters:
the diversity gain  determining the PEP slope as a function of log-SNR, and the coding gain  determining its shift.
 is directly related to  , the average PEP depends on
As 

spreading code used. Interestingly, if   ’s are uncorrelated
complex Gaussian with variance     per real dimension
(see e.g., [12]), then  will be doubled, whereas  will be
halved.
Both  and  depend on   . Accounting for all possible
pairwise errors, we define the diversity order and coding gains
     , reas       , and

spectively. Subject to the underlying physical channel and the
UWB system parameters, we will subsequently upper bound
these diversity and coding gains. To this end, we assume that
the physical channel taps are zero-mean uncorrelated Gaussian,
and establish first the following lemma 2 :

&

&

 


&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&



, , and
Lemma 1: In a UWB system with parameters
, and -finger RAKE reception with
  and delays
   spaced at least apart, the following hold:
1) With the equivalent channel order  as in (10), the max-











´µ

¾ In fact, the proof of Lemma 1 shows that full diversity only requires

to be full rank,  
. Therefore, Lemma 1 can be generalized even to
correlated channel vectors so long as the correlation matrix is of full rank. In
addition, using the results of [13], it can be shown that our diversity and coding
gain results apply to all non-Gaussian fading PDFs encountered in practice.
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imum achievable diversity order is

&










  



(20)

 is full rank,
and can be guaranteed if and only if  


, and   .
2) With maximum diversity gain  being achieved, the
maximum coding gain is
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(21)
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Having benchmarked the maximum possible diversity and
coding gains, and having established conditions for achieving
them, we are now ready to compare the gains enabled by DS,
SC, and MC spreading codes, with ZP or CP guards.
A. With ZP Guards

      . Because
When IBI is removed with ZP,  



   in (30) are Toeplitz matrices that guarantee full col has full rank     ,
umn rank   , 



. Therefore, regardless of the spreading code used,
the maximum achievable diversity order is always guaranteed:
   ; i.e.,


&




&






where     E   , and  is the minimum
Euclidean distance of the  constellation. Furthermore,
 is the scaled
 can be achieved if and only if  



identity matrix
 
     .
¾
Proof: See Appendix III.

Proposition 1: In a UWB system with parameters
, ,
and , and -finger RAKE reception with delays    

spaced at least
apart, IBI removal with ZP enables the maximum achievable diversity order    , regardless of
the spreading codes used.

Notice that Lemma 1 provides upper bounds on the achievable diversity order and coding gain. Although dependent on
the underlying physical channel and system parameters, the results in (20) and (21) apply to all UWB systems with RAKE
reception, irrespective of the underlying spreading code. Intuitively, Lemma 1 asserts that for each (say, the th) RAKE finger,    taps of its corresponding discrete-time equivalent
channel contribute a maximum diversity order of     ,
where the factor  appears because UWB transmissions are

,
real. Summing up the diversity collected by all fingers
we obtain the maximum diversity order as in (20). With this in
mind, the coding gain is nothing but the average SNR gain due

to the energy collected from a total of     multipath
returns. Certainly, the concepts of diversity and coding gains in
Lemma 1 are common to any fading channel. But expressions
(20) and (21) are tailored for UWB systems with RAKE reception.

Having the same diversity order, the relative error performance
of DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB is dictated by their corresponding coding gains. To achieve maximum coding gain, however,
requires the spreading codes to have perfect correlation; i.e.,
       
 . Generally, this is not guaran  
teed. But interestingly, our simulations will illustrate that MC
UWB with Walsh-Hadamard  approaches  , .

&











 

Corollary 1: If on top of the conditions in Lemma 1, we also
   
 to remove IFI, the resulting
select
, and
maximum diversity and coding gains are  
     , respectively.




  
Proof: With this additional condition on the frame duration, IFI vanishes; i.e., the discrete-time equivalent channels
 

. The resultant  
have orders   ,



 
  becomes a constant, regardless of the spreading
code  . The results then follow directly from Lemma 1.
¾
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B. With CP Guards


In the CP case, we have  




      


and with   having full column rank, the rank of  




is      , where  is the number of
non-zero entries of   . To guarantee  for any  , all
entries of  must be non-zero. It can also be verified that to
further guarantee  , the entries of  must have identical
magnitudes.
Now let us consider whether and under what conditions our
SC/MC-UWB codes with CP guards can enable the benchmark
diversity and coding gains established by Lemma 1.
    by definition.
For DS-UWB, we have     
With    , it can not be guaranteed that all entries of
 are nonzero. Enabling  is therefore not guaranteed
either. In fact, if Walsh-Hadamard codes are used, it can be
shown that the diversity order is user dependent





&



&







&  



&

 



It is worth noticing that for a given number of fingers , nonzero IFI works to our favor by boosting diversity gains [c.f.
(20)], which is intuitively appealing since we collect more energy. Of course, in the absence of IFI, one can increase the number of RAKE fingers per frame, which will increase diversity
at the expense of increasing complexity and reducing transmismust be increased accordingly). As a spesion rates (since
cial case, Corollary 1 quantifies this diversity in the absence of
IFI, where as expected,  is proportional to the number of
RAKE fingers . In the absence of MUI and NBI, these gains
can be collected with maximum ratio combining (MRC) [14].



&
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(22)

     & 
otherwise.

For SC-UWB with carriers as in (2), the entries of



can be
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Special Case 2 (MC-II): Consider here that the orthonor
,

.
mal codes are chosen as   



Evidently, such a choice of   does not satisfy condition (25).
In fact, it can be shown that the resulting diversity order for user
now becomes

to be




   


            
  
(23)

      
 
 




      



   
      
if    or,  
   
&
(26)


 

  



    
   
It is clear from (23) that   will have non-zero entries, for all


 

non-zero errors. As a result, SC-UWB guarantees &  
otherwise.
& even with CP guards.
For MC-UWB with carriers as in (6), we have    
As with Walsh-Hadamard DS codes, the diversity order in this
   . And its th element is
MC-II case becomes user (or, code) dependent, and full diver 
sity can not be guaranteed, since &    & . We
   
  
  
summarize these results in the following proposition.
   
Proposition 2: In a UWB system with parameters  , ,


  or    
, and -finger RAKE with delays   
and
 spaced at
    
apart,
the
achievable
diversity
order
depends
on the
least



  

spreading
code,
when
IBI
is
removed
with
CP.
Specifically,

    
1) DS-UWB generally does not guarantee &  ; e.g., with
 

 
Walsh-Hadamard codes, &    & as in (22) is



  

user/code dependent.


2) ASC-UWB using  with carriers as in (2) achieves max      
 
imum diversity order &   & .
(24)
3) C-UWB guarantees & , if and only if (25) is satisfied.


Equation (24) implies that   does not contain any zero entry,
4) In MC-UWB, if (25) is satisfied and       
for all non-zero errors, if and only if the real orthonormal codes
stays invariant , then MC-UWB achieves both the maxi satisfy the following conditions
mum diversity order &  , and the maximum coding gain
&
 .
   
    
       (25) To corroborate these results, let us first recall that the diversity


mod  


  





at least one of the two real numbers
or equivalently,
 



mod

  

 




and

is non-zero. This implies that MC-UWB

&   &

achieves maximum diversity order    , even with
CP, if and only if (25) is satisfied. Intuitively speaking, when
(25) is satisfied, the resultant   will give rise to a transmit spectrum that covers the entire bandwidth, and thus enables the maximum multipath diversity provided by the UWB channel. To

gain more insight, let us consider two special choices of   .







Special Case 1 (MC-I): Suppose that the entries of  
take binary values 
, where the factor
is used

for normalization. In fact, such a choice of   also guarantees the maximum coding gain. From (24), we deduce that en , or,      , both of
tries of  are either  











which have the same magnitude. It then follows that  



 
     . According to Lemma 1, MC-UWB with

  

 having 

  entries not only guarantees full diver-

sity but also enjoys maximum coding gain.

gain relies on the number of non-zero entries of    . Since
   is nothing but the frequency response of the spreading

&

codes, it is not surprising that MC-I codes guarantee  ,
while MC-II codes do not. Indeed, under MC-I, each user utilizes all carriers; where under MC-II, each user actually utilizes
a single carrier. But interestingly, with carriers as in (2), SCUWB enables  even with a single carrier, thanks to its
shift
multi-band signaling characteristic, and the critical  
 
in its digital frequencies   
.
Insofar
as
coding
gains,

 can be achieved if and only if entries of    share
the same magnitude.
, single-user perIn a nutshell, for a given spreading gain
formance heavily depends on the UWB spreading code selection. Existing DS codes do not guarantee  when CP
guards are employed. Even with ZP guards, the error performance with DS codes is suboptimum as
 is not guaranteed. On the other hand, our novel SC/MC codes enable maximum diversity order, with ZP or CP guards. In particular, MCUWB can also achieve (approach)  with CP (ZP) guards.
Next, we will investigate usage of our MC codes in a multiaccess setup. Relying on low-complexity single-user RAKE re-

&

&

 





&

&

&
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0

ception, we will show how MC-UWB affects MUI mitigation.

10

IFI−free with L=2
IFI−free with L=7
−1

10

V. MULTI-USER INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
In multi-access scenarios, employment of multiuser detection
(MUD) approaches (e.g., such as ML ones) generally require
knowledge of all users’ channels and spreading codes, which
is often unrealistic. Moreover, the computational complexity
may be prohibitive for the stringent size and power limitations
of UWB radios. Relying on simple receiver processing with
RAKE reception, we will focus on single-user matched filter
(MF)-RAKE detection using maximum ratio combining (MRC).
Collecting outputs of the RAKE correlators, per frame, the
I/O relationship is given by [c.f. (14) and (15)]

average BER

−2

10

−3

10

DS−UWB with IFI
−4

10







 





 

 







        

(27)

and     with ZP, and 
and
    with CP. With combining weights   , the decision
statistic for detecting the symbol  is     .
Corresponding to MRC, MF combining weights for RAKE
reception are given by  
  . Merging the
  
desired and interfering user terms, the decision statistic after MF
combining in the absence of noise becomes
where







'

 

 


 
  

    

   
 

  


   



    


(28)

In general, MF-RAKE does not guarantee MUI elimination.
But if CP is coupled with MC spreading codes, it becomes possible to mitigate MUI even with low complexity MF-RAKE. In
   can suppress
fact, we will see that special choices of   
MUI significantly, while maintaining the capability of simultaactive users.
neously accommodating  

To confirm this, we prove in Appendix IV that when   
 ,

 , the decision statistic in (28) boils down to





(  






  
    
    or    
   !   "

      

otherwise,


















(29)



where  consists of the element-by-element product of vec    and
   .
tors
Surprisingly, (29) implies that even with simple MF-RAKE,
the number of interfering users is reduced to at most one, as

0
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Fig. 3. Code-dependent DS-UWB performance with ZP guards and
IFI; average BER corresponding to
individual codes is shown;
ns, 
ns,
with IFI, ½
, and
 
.
¾

  
 




  







opposed to
. As a result, with low-cost UWB receivers equipped with MF-RAKE, our MC-UWB can accom  users while still achieving single-user permodate 
formance; whereas with DS-UWB, single-user performance can
be achieved only when  user is active. In typical UWB systems
, this translates to a significant user capacity inwith large
.
crease by
Reducing the number of interfering users also reduces considerably the complexity of ML detection, and renders it feasible
for UWB applications. Notice that this selection corresponds to
our MC-II codes in Section IV, where we assign to each user
a single real digital carrier. As mentioned before, full diversity
is not guaranteed in this case. With each user employing more
than one digital carriers, the diversity order can be increased at
the price of reduced user capacity, or, increased MUD complexity. But certainly distinct from narrowband OFDMA that has
diversity order , even with a single carrier (from the set of digital carriers in (6)), the minimum achievable diversity order is
, as shown in (26).
already
Remark: We have derived a MF-RAKE model for digital receiver processing of UWB transmissions. Recall that in
the development of our digital model, we did not impose any
constraints on the number, or the placement of RAKE fingers.
MF weights were developed also in [15], [11], by oversampling
the received waveform. We have shown here that frame-rate
RAKE reception can be implemented with analog waveforms,
without oversampling. Specifically, the decision statistic  can
be generated by correlating   with the template    and
sampling its output once per frame. The template is given by
 
   
  during the th frame,
   
where

 
  with ZP, and
  with CP.























  

'



VI. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present simulations and comparisons to
test our spreading codes, and validate our performance analysis in both single-user and multi-user scenarios. We select  
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0
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as the 2nd derivative of the Gaussian function with unit energy,
   ns. Each symbol contains   frames, each
and
with
  ns. The random channels are generated according
        ns.
to [16], with parameters   
The resulting maximum delay spread of the multipath channel

fingers per frame,
is  ns. The RAKE receiver uses
selected randomly but kept fixed for all testing scenarios. Consequently, we have   , and   , where is the
index of the desired user. Accounting for the ZP or CP guard
of length   , the transmission rate is about  Mbps for
binary PAM.
According to Lemma 1, the maximum achievable diversity

order is           , which is the
same as that of a system with   fingers but free from IFI. In
the presence of IFI, DS-, and SC-UWB may result in diversity
order as low as , which coincides with that of a system with

fingers in the absence of IFI. Therefore, BER curves
corresponding to these two IFI-free systems are also plotted as
benchmarks. According to Corollary 1, these benchmark curves
exhibit both  and  .
ML detection is applied to decode individual users with both
ZP and CP guards. Average BER vs.    with ZP is shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, for DS, SC, and MC codes. Walsh-Hadamard

codes are used for DS-UWB spreading and also for the  
part of our MC-UWB codes, unless otherwise specified. Although all spreading codes can enable    , the BER
curves corresponding to all  MC spreading codes are almost
  benchmark performance (see Fig. 4);
identical to this
whereas those of the other two are distributed over a rather wide
range (see Figs. 3 and 4). The performance difference between
them comes from the discrepancy in their corresponding coding
gains. Although the coding gain corresponding to MC-UWB is
not maximum, it comes very close to  .
With CP, the average BER is shown in Figs. 5–7, for DS-,
SC-, and MC-UWB (the special case of MC-II codes is also
plotted). We observe that MC-UWB with  RAKE fingers
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in the presence of IFI yields BER curves identical to the  
benchmark without IFI; SC-UWB guarantees full diversity, but
not maximum coding gain; DS-UWB enjoys full diversity for
most users, but for some users it exhibits diversity order of only
, as we predicted in (22); and MC-II exhibits diversity orders
ranging from  to , as we predicted in (26). In Fig. 8, the
BER averaged over all codes is also plotted, where MC-UWB is
confirmed to outperform all other spreading codes.
With IBI being removed by CP guards, Fig. 9 depicts BER
of MF-RAKE detectors, in multi-access UWB operation under
variable user loads: fully loaded with    users (dashed
curves), medium loaded with    users (solid curves),
and lightly loaded with    (dotted curves). Under light
user loads MC-UWB outperforms all others. In the medium
loaded system, the performance of MC-II codes is identical to
the single-user case, as expected. In the fully loaded case, all of
them exhibit error floor. Among all spreading codes, MC-UWB
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from narrowband OFDMA systems, each SC-UWB user occupies multiple frequency bands, and enjoys full multipath diversity, even with a single digital carrier. In addition, MC-UWB
achieves maximum coding gain. Finally, even with frame-rate
samples and simple matched filtering operations, SC- and MCUWB are capable of reducing multi-user interference, which in
turn reduces receiver complexity.
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I. Proof of (18)
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exhibits highest sensitivity to MUI, possibly because all users
have identically flat transmit spectra. For these (even close to)
fully loaded systems, the single user RAKE receivers motivated
here by complexity considerations are not sufficient to cope with
the near-far effects that cause the error floors in Fig. 9. For these
fully loaded cases, our spreading codes in [6] are well motivated
because they are capable of eliminating MUI by design, while
being able to afford single-user complexity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced two real-valued spreading codes
(SC and MC), for baseband UWB multiple access. Constructed
using discrete cos/sin functions, our SC/MC codes can be implemented with low-complexity DCT circuits. Relative to DSUWB, SC-UWB and MC-UWB offer flexibility in handling
NBI, simply by avoiding the corresponding digital carriers.
Moreover, utilizing single or multiple digital carriers, these
codes have multi-band UWB spectra. Consequently, different

Let us first consider the ZP option. Recalling the block
structure of   with ZP and   with CP, we deduce that
               . Since the product of


a Toeplitz matrix with a vector represents a convolution between
two vectors, and convolution is commutative, it follows that
       , where   is a
     Toeplitz
matrix with first column   
 
  . As

a result,



#



 
$ 
    

$

      






Likewise with CP, we have

      
 
      


(30)



 
   

   . Being circulant,   can be diagonalized by FFT
matrices as         
 . It can be verified that





diag
   , where   denotes the
matrix formed by the first    columns of   . Defining      , and letting    diag , we have














              
        


   



(31)

Summarizing (30) and (31), the Euclidean distance between
  ,
 and  is given by:          
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where 





 
     in the ZP case, and  


      in the CP case. Substituting into

(16), we obtain (18).

Since UWB systems employ real signals, we are only interested in the real part of each path gain, which we model as zeromean Gaussian distributed. As combinations of Gaussian random variables,   ’s are also zero-mean Gaussian. More
 
over, if the finger delays are chosen such that  
,

, the resultant   ’s are uncorrelated.
With    being zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian, with
variance     E   , the average PEP can be upper
bounded by [c.f. (18)]
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III. Proof of Lemma 1

 
By checking the dimensionality of  
  , it is clear that

the maximum diversity order is        ,



which is achieved when   is full rank,

, and
  .
In this case, the coding gain corresponding to   turns out to
be
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   , where  de-
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notes the minimum Euclidean distance among all possible values of  . The resulting maximum coding gain is
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IV. Proof of (29)
If MC spreading codes are employed, and CP is used to remove IBI, then we have


     
       
 
 

          
 
     




(34)

  vector  denote the diagonal entries of the
Let the
product  
   . It can be shown that the     st

entry of the product      
      
is given

 by [c.f. (24)]
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     *   
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 Æ     

otherwise.

It is clear that pre- and post- multiplication with generic or

thonormal sequences   and  does not eliminate cross-user
(  ) terms.

But with    , , (34) becomes

 





     



 
      or    

  Æ   
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(33)

 , let us first look at
To find the maximum determinant of  

its trace.
      . Recalling that  
In the ZP case, 


  , we have       . With   being Toeplitz ma, it can be easily verified that the   
trices and   

  .
 
 diagonal entries of   are all given by
        . Since
In the CP case, 

  

            , the   st diagonal
      . Conseentry of  
  is nothing but  
 are given by:  
quently, the diagonal entries of  






(32)

 
 are the nonincreasing eigenvalues of the

where % 
      . Letting  denote the rank
matrix 









of  , it follows that %    if and only if 
  . At high SNR (   ), (32) becomes
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not surprising, because both cases are subject to the same energy
constraint.
 is tr        
The trace of  


  , in both ZP and CP cases. Because   is posi
    
    ,
tive definite, we have  !




where equality is achieved if and only if    
  ,
 

 . It then follows that



II. Proof of (19)



  , which coincide with these of the ZP case. This is



  Æ 

otherwise.

The decision statistic after MF combining in the absence of
noise now translates to (29).
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